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COMPANY OVERVIEW

The 250-employee mechanical contracting firm based in Utah, works on 
design-build mechanical and plumbing projects throughout the Western 
United States.

HEADQUARTERS:
Utah,
United States

COMPANY TYPE:
Mechanical
Contractor

COMPANY SIZE:
250 employees

A Utah-based mechanical contractor was having trouble communicating and 
following through on project requests. Labor requests were recorded on yellow legal 
pads or made during conversations on jobsites. There wasn’t a central system for 
tracking labor for each project. As a result, requests were being dropped and 
overtime was spiking. 

The mechanical contractor needed more information about its labor pool, a way to 
automate project requests to avoid down time and layoffs as projects scaled up and 
down. They needed help aligning decisions between the office and the field. 

LaborChart helped this mid-sized mechanical contractor bridge the gap. 

The mechanical contractor integrated its enterprise resource planning so�ware with 
LaborChart for real-time, digital tracking of certifications. When new employees were 
hired, their information was readily available in the digital system. They also created 
customized fields to reflect the specific expertise of its labor pool to ensure the right 
mix of skills sets and experience on each project. 

The mechanical contractor moved from yellow legal pads to digital tablets in the 
field. The improved connectivity aided in communication by instantly alerting the 
field about project requests and labor transfers. 

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

THE RESULTS
The mechanical contractor uses LaborChart to track the start and progress of each 
project and generates a monthly report with a clear picture of their labor pool 
attached to each job. The field and office both have a boost in confidence that 
requests will be filled and certifications will be renewed. 

LaborChart enabled the mechanical contractor to break the cycle of hiring and firing 
by improving forecasting. Accurate, up-to-date information ensures the right 
personnel is where they need to be at the time they need to be there. 


